In My

Backyard

Joe Hearst shares his knowledge of
Dogpatch—one of San Francisco’s colorful
treasures. If you have a favorite location
near you that others might like to visit and
photograph, consider writing an article for our
In My Backyard series. Contact Larry Cowles,
FPSA, GMPSA/P, at cowtech@earthlink.net for
more information.

Discovering Dogpatch

By Joseph Hearst,
FPSA, PPSA

I am lucky enough to live in the San Francisco
Bay Area, a delightful place for photography. San
Francisco itself, about an hour west of my home,
is particularly splendid. After a few decades,
though, one becomes accustomed to the famous
neighborhoods of San Francisco and starts to look
for unfamiliar ones. One of these is Dogpatch.
Dogpatch has a distinctive and colorful history, a
history tied closely to the once-booming industrial
economy centered in the city’s Central Waterfront.
Dogpatch contains architecturally and historically
significant workers’ cottages, factories, warehouses
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and public buildings constructed between 1860 to
1945. It is one of the few neighborhoods to survive
the 1906 earthquake and fire, and it is gateway to
the oldest, largest and most intact historic industrial
complex remaining in the city–the former shipyards
and mills on the waterfront at Pier 70. I owe a debt
of gratitude to John Borg and his article “The Story
of Dogpatch” at http:www.pier70sf.org/dogpatch/
dogpatch_history.htm
As you wander, you will find large warehouses,
many of which have been updated into residential
lofts, art galleries and indie shops. There is a mix
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of trendy restaurants, old homes, brunch cafes,
brew pubs and wine bars, plus the Museum of
Craft and Design. The most interesting parts to
a photographer are north and south between 18th
and 25th Streets, and west and east from Indiana
Street to the Bay. These 19th and early 20th century

homes, mills, and warehouses make wonderful
subjects for those of us who like to photograph
old buildings. Free walking tours of Dogpatch are
available three Sundays and one Friday per month
with sfcityguides.org. To get to Dogpatch from the
San Francisco Ferry Building in a car, go south on
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the Embarcadero and turn left on 3rd Street. Follow
3rd to about 22nd and try to find a place to park. By
public transit, the easiest way is to take the 3rd street
Muni Metro (T line or KT line) inbound to 20th
street. Of course it is also possible to take a ridehailing car from anywhere in the City to the corner
of 3rd and 22nd streets.
Many photographers who visit San Francisco try
to go to the famous Painted Ladies, the Victorian
houses on Alamo Square. They are beautiful,
and well maintained. There are similar houses in
different neighborhoods of the city, and quite a few
can be found in Dogpatch. I have found a number
of them that at first glance look like the elegant
ones in Alamo Square. They are equally colorful
and well maintained. But if one looks closely one
can see that several, while about the same size as
those in Alamo Square, have two or three front
doors instead of the single ones in the Square. In
other words, they are, or were originally, workingclass homes instead of upper-class ones. There are
also many pleasant-looking shops and restaurants
in the residential area. Some of them are rather
unconventional, and well worth photographing.
There is one that specializes in bags and another
that sells nothing but clogs. I have tried a few of the
restaurants, and enjoyed them.
Below the residential area is the waterfront.
One of my favorite subjects is rust, and some of
the buildings on the waterfront are perfect for me.
Many of those buildings are part of a complex
known as Pier 70, and most of it is well worth a
photographer’s effort. Much of the area is fenced,
but it is often possible to find a way in, and to
wander around making images. One can find
many attractive compositions of brick walls, metal

levels and wandering around for a couple of hours
shooting the abandoned machinery. Visitors are
required to put on a hardhat (supplied as part of
the tour). One can find many different shapes and
colors of rust. I particularly enjoyed old hatch
covers with interesting labels. There are also some
colorful brick walls across from the plant entrance
and within the complex. There are good views
of the city from the top. This visit requires making
a reservation some time in advance through
info@potreropowerstation.com. It is also possible
to arrange a simple short tour of the plant, on
which one can go only to the top, and get a
lecture about the plant and its history, but from a
photographic point of view that is not nearly as
interesting as the Artists’ tour.
If you are able to spend some time in
San Francisco, and you’re tired of clichés, I
recommend you devote some of it to a visit to
Dogpatch. Your photos will be somewhat different
from the ordinary ones.
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walls, rust patterns, old doors, and interesting
window frames. In many places there are groups
of windows, some of their panes are still in place
and others are missing, providing unusual patterns
of intact and broken panes. Moreover, many of
the glass panes are evidently quite old, and over
time have sagged into odd shapes which provide
wonderful reflections of nearby buildings. This
waterfront area is slowly being demolished and
replaced by modern structures, so it’s good to get
there while you can. A description of the project
can be found at http://www.pier70sf.com/.
For those of us who are enthusiastic about
photographing fascinating patterns of rust and
all sorts of old machinery, the Potrero Power
Station is well worth a visit. One can only enter it
with permission. It is possible to arrange what is
called an Artists’ Tour of the power station, which
involves taking an elevator to about six different
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